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Abstract
Memristor crossbars are circuits capable of performing ana-
log matrix-vector multiplications, overcoming the fundamen-
tal energy efficiency limitations of digital logic. They have
been shown to be effective in special-purpose accelerators
for a limited set of neural network applications.
We present the Programmable Ultra-efficient Memristor-
based Accelerator (PUMA) which enhances memristor cross-
bars with general purpose execution units to enable the
acceleration of a wide variety of Machine Learning (ML)
inference workloads. PUMA’s microarchitecture techniques
exposed through a specialized Instruction Set Architecture
(ISA) retain the efficiency of in-memory computing and ana-
log circuitry, without compromising programmability.
We also present the PUMA compiler which translates
high-level code to PUMA ISA. The compiler partitions the
computational graph and optimizes instruction scheduling
and register allocation to generate code for large and complex
workloads to run on thousands of spatial cores.
We have developed a detailed architecture simulator that
incorporates the functionality, timing, and power models of
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PUMA’s components to evaluate performance and energy
consumption. A PUMA accelerator running at 1 GHz can
reach area and power efficiency of 577 GOPS/s/mm2 and
837 GOPS/s/W, respectively. Our evaluation of diverse ML
applications from image recognition, machine translation,
and language modelling (5M-800M synapses) shows that
PUMA achieves up to 2,446× energy and 66× latency im-
provement for inference compared to state-of-the-art GPUs.
Compared to an application-specific memristor-based ac-
celerator, PUMA incurs small energy overheads at similar
inference latency and added programmability.
Keywords memristors, accelerators, machine learning, neu-
ral networks
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1 Introduction
General-purpose computing systems have benefited from
scaling for several decades, but are now hitting an energy
wall. This trend has led to a growing interest in domain-
specific architectures. Machine Learning (ML) workloads
in particular have received tremendous attention because
of their pervasiveness in many application domains and
high performance demands. Several architectures have been
proposed, both digital [20, 21, 36, 61, 72, 89] andmixed digital-
analog using memristor crossbars [22, 23, 73, 95, 100].
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ML workloads tend to be data-intensive and perform a
large number of Matrix Vector Multiplication (MVM) opera-
tions. Their execution on digital CMOS hardware is typically
characterized by high data movement costs relative to com-
pute [49]. To overcome this limitation, memristor crossbars
can store a matrix with high storage density and perform
MVM operations with very low energy and latency [5, 13, 52,
87, 98, 116]. Each crosspoint in the crossbar stores a multi-bit
value in one memristor device, which enables high storage
density [112]. Upon applying an input voltage at the cross-
bar’s rows, we get the MVM result as output current at the
crossbar’s columns based on Kirchhoff’s law. A crossbar
thus performs MVM in one computational step – includ-
ing O(n2) multiplications and additions for an n × n matrix
– which typically takes many steps in digital logic. It also
combines compute and storage in a single device to alleviate
data movement, thereby providing intrinsic suitability for
data-intensive workloads [23, 95].
Memristor crossbars have been used to build special-purpose
accelerators for Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and
Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLP) [23, 73, 95], but these designs
lack several important features for supporting general ML
workloads. First, each design supports one or two types of
neural networks, where layers are encoded as state machines.
This approach is not scalable to a larger variety of workloads
due to increased decoding overhead and complexity. Second,
existing accelerators lack the types of operations needed
by general ML workloads. For example, Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) [51] workloads require multiple vector lin-
ear and transcendental functions which cannot be executed
on crossbars efficiently and are not supported by existing
designs. Third, existing designs do not provide flexible data
movement and control operations to capture the variety
of access and reuse patterns in different workloads. Since
crossbars have high write latency [54], they typically store
constant data while variable inputs are routed between them
in a spatial architecture. This data movement can amount to
a significant portion of the total energy consumption which
calls for flexible operations to optimize the data movement.
To address these limitations, we present PUMA, a Pro-
grammable Ultra-efficientMemristor-basedAccelerator. PUMA
is a spatial architecture designed to preserve the storage den-
sity of memristor crossbars to enable mapping ML applica-
tions using on-chip memory only. It supplements crossbars
with an instruction execution pipeline and a specialized ISA
that enables compact representation of ML workloads with
low decoder complexity. It employs temporal SIMD units
and a ROM-Embedded RAM [69] for area-efficient linear and
transcendental vector computations. It includes a microar-
chitecture, ISA, and compiler co-designed to optimize data
movement and maximize area and energy efficiency. To the
best of our knowledge, PUMA is the first programmable and
general-purpose ML inference accelerator built with hybrid
CMOS-memristor technology.
A naïve approach to generality is not viable because of
the huge disparity in compute and storage density between
the two technologies. CMOS digital logic has an order of
magnitude higher area requirement than a crossbar for equal
output width (∼20×, see Table 3). Moreover, a crossbar’s
storage density (2-bit cells) is 160MB/mm2, which is at least
an order of magnitude higher than SRAM (6T, 1-bit cell) [95].
A 90mm2 PUMA node can store ML models with up to 69MB
of weight data. Note that the PUMA microarchitecture, ISA,
and compiler are equally suitable to crossbars made from
emerging technologies other than memristors such as STT-
MRAM [94], NOR Flash [46], etc.
We make the following contributions:
• A programmable and highly efficient architecture ex-
posed by a specialized ISA for scalable acceleration
of a wide variety of ML applications using memristor
crossbars.
• A complete compiler which translates high-level code
to PUMA ISA, enabling the execution of complexwork-
loads on thousands of spatial cores.
• A detailed simulator which incorporates functionality,
timing, and power models of the architecture.
• An evaluation acrossMLworkloads showing that PUMA
can achieve promising performance and energy effi-
ciency compared to state-of-the-art CPUs, GPUs, TPU,
and application-specific memristor-based accelerators.
Our simulator and compiler have been open-sourced to en-
able further research on this class of accelerators.
2 Workload Characterization
This section characterizes different ML inference workloads
with a batch size of one. The characteristics are summarized
in Table 1. The section’s objective is to provide insights
on the suitability of memristor crossbars for accelerating
ML workloads and highlight implications on the proposed
architecture.
2.1 Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
MLPs are neural networks used in common classification
tasks such as digit-recognition, web-search, etc. [26, 61]. Each
layer is fully-connected and applies a nonlinear function to
the weighted-sum of outputs from the previous layer. The
weighted-sum is essentially an MVM operation. Equation 1
shows the computations in a typical MLP (act is nonlinear):
O[y] = act(B[y] +
n−1∑
x=0
I [x] ×W [x][y]) (1)
MLPs are simple, capturing the features common across
the ML workloads we discuss: dominance of MVM opera-
tions, high data parallelism, and use of nonlinear operations.
2.1.1 Dominance of MVM
MVM operations areO(n2) in space and computational com-
plexity, whereas the nonlinear operations are O(n), where n
Table 1.Workload Characterization
Characteristic MLP LSTM CNN
Dominance of MVM Yes Yes Yes
High data parallelism Yes Yes Yes
Nonlinear operations Yes Yes Yes
Linear operations No Yes No
Trancendental operations No Yes Yes
Weight data reuse No Yes Yes
Input data reuse No No Yes
Bounded resource Memory Memory Compute
Sequential access pattern Yes Yes No
is the matrix dimension (layer size). MVMs are therefore the
dominant operation in MLPs (and other ML workloads). This
propertymakesmemristor crossbars suitable for acceleration
since they perform analog MVMs with low energy/latency.
2.1.2 High data parallelism
MLPs (and other ML workloads) have massive amounts of
data parallelism. Moreover, practical model sizes are larger
than the typical on-chip storage that can be provided by
SRAM. For this reason, CMOS implementations suffer from
costly DRAM accesses which are particularly taxing due to
the absence of data reuse to amortize them. On the other
hand, crossbars have extremely high area efficiency which
allows deployingmany of them on a single chip. Doing so not
only captures the high data parallelism in these workloads,
but it also provides high storage density to fit models on-chip
and bypass costly DRAM accesses.
2.1.3 Nonlinear operations
In addition to MVM operations, MLPs (and other ML work-
loads) perform nonlinear vector operations (e.g., ReLU). Since
these operations cannot be performed in crossbars, an im-
plication on the architecture is the need to provide digital
functional units to support them. Such functional units con-
sume significantly more area (∼20×) than crossbars for equal
output width (see Table 3). The challenge is to size these
units appropriately to provide sufficient throughput without
offsetting crossbar area/energy efficiency.
2.2 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
LSTMs are the state-of-the-art technique for sequence pro-
cessing tasks like speech processing, language modelling,
etc. [51]. Each layer is fully connected and performs linear
and nonlinear operations on the weighted-sum of outputs
and the previous state. These operations translate into two
MVMs followed by multiple (typically four) vector arith-
metic operations and (typically four) nonlinear functions.
Equations 2 to 4 show the computations in a typical LSTM:
F t[y] = act(B[f ] +
n−1∑
x=0
(H , I )[x] ×W f[x][y]) (2)
Ct[y] =
n−1∑
x=0
(f t[y] ×Ct-1[y] + дt[y] ×Cpt-1[y]) (3)
H t[y] =
n−1∑
x=0
(ht[y] ×Ct[y]) (4)
To the best of our knowledge, PUMA is the first memristor-
based accelerator demonstrated with LSTMs.
2.2.1 Linear and transcendental operations
Unlike MLPs, LSTMs also perform linear vector operations.
Moreover, the typical nonlinear vector operations in LSTMs
are transcendental (e.g. tanh, sigmoid). Supporting these
operations has the same implication on the architecture as
discussed in Section 2.1.3 for nonlinear operations. Transcen-
dental operations are particularly challenging due to their
high complexity.
2.2.2 Weight reuse
Another key distinction of LSTMs compared to MLPs is data
reuse. LSTM inputs consist of a sequence of vectors pro-
cessed across multiple time-steps with the same weights.
This feature benefits CMOS architectures by amortizing
DRAM accesses for loading weights, but is not advantageous
to memristor crossbars. That said, the scope of weight reuse
in LSTMs is only over a few inputs so the workload remains
memory-bound. It still suffers in CMOS hardware from in-
sufficient amortization of DRAM accesses.
2.3 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
CNNs are widely used for image recognition and classifi-
cation [67]. They typically include several convolutional,
pooling, and response normalization layers. A convolution
layer consists of weight kernels strided across the input im-
age in a sliding window fashion. It exhibits a non-sequential
memory access pattern since a window of the input consists
of parts of the input image from different rows. Equation 5
shows the computations in a typical convolutional layer of a
CNN:
O[m][x][y] = act(B[m]+
R−1∑
i=0
S−1∑
j=0
C−1∑
k=0
I [k][Ux + i][Uy + j]×W [m][k][i][j]) (5)
2.3.1 Input reuse and compute intensity
Convolution layers exhibit both weight and input data reuse.
They can be mapped to matrix-matrix multiplications which
successively apply weight kernels on different input win-
dows.Matrix-matrixmultiplications are compute-boundwhich
makes them well-suited for CMOS hardware since there is
enough data reuse to amortize DRAM access cost. However,
memristor crossbars can still perform well on matrix-matrix
operations by treating them as successive MVMs. An impli-
cation on architecture is the opportunity to take advantage
of input reuse to minimize data movement within the chip.
Another implication is that iterating over inputs creates the
need for control flow to represent the workload compactly
without code bloat.
2.3.2 Non-sequential access
Unlike MLPs and LSTMs, CNNs exhibit non-sequential ac-
cesses due to the way inputs are traversed as well as the
behavior of non-convolutional layers such as pooling and
response-normalization. An implication on the architecture
is the need to support fine-grain/random access to memory,
which is not needed for MLPs and LSTMs where it is suffi-
cient to access data at the granularity of the input/output
vectors to each layer.
2.4 Other ML Workloads
Other workloads, both supervised and unsupervised, can be
represented using a combination of the patterns in the three
applications in this section. Logistic Regression [2] and Linear
Regression [81] compute weighted-sums which are passed to
activation functions to generate probabilities and continuous
values respectively. Support Vector Machine (SVM) [41] and
Recommender Systems [91] compute weighted-sums followed
by nonlinear functions. Their computations are similar to
MLP. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [75] used for se-
quence processing compute weighted-sums on input and
previous state. They are similar to LSTMs but without vector
operations. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are com-
posed of two neural networks (MLP, LSTM, CNN, etc.) which
compete to reach equilibrium [44]. Restricted Boltzmann Ma-
chines (RBM) [102] and Boltzmann Machines (BM) [104] are
commonly used in unsupervised learning tasks for energy-
minimization. While RBM involves weighted-sums of previ-
ous state and inputs, BM uses inputs only. Their computa-
tions have similarities to MLPs and LSTMs as well.
3 Core Architecture
We propose a programmable architecture and ISA design that
leverage memristor crossbars for accelerating ML workloads.
PUMA is a spatial architecture organized in three-tiers: cores,
tiles, and nodes. Cores consist of analog crossbars, functional
units, and an instruction execution pipeline. Tiles consist
of multiple cores connected via a shared memory. Nodes
consist of multiple tiles connected via an on-chip network.
Subsequently, nodes can be connected together via a chip-
to-chip interconnect for large-scale execution.
While this hierarchical organization is common in related
work [20, 95], our key contributions lie in the core archi-
tecture (this section) and tile architecture (Section 4) that
bring programmability and generality to memristor cross-
bars without compromising their energy and area efficiency.
An overview of the core architecture is shown in Figure 1.
The following subsections discuss the components of the
core architecture and the insights behind their design.
3.1 Instruction Execution Pipeline
Existing memristor-based accelerators [23, 73, 95] are lim-
ited to one or two ML workloads. They use state machines
that can be configured to compose a small set of functional
blocks (e.g., convolution block, pooling block, etc.). While
this approach works well when the scope of workloads is
small, supporting a larger variety of workloads creates high
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decoding complexity. For this reason, our core architecture
breaks functionality down to finer-grain instructions and
supplements memristor crossbars with an instruction exe-
cution pipeline. Our approach is based on the observation
in Section 2 that despite the large variety of ML workloads,
these workloads share many low-level operations.
The instruction execution pipeline is an in-order pipeline
with three stages: fetch, decode, and execute. Keeping the
pipeline simple saves area to avoid offsetting the crossbars’
area efficiency. The ISA executed by the pipeline is summa-
rized in Table 2. Instructions are seven bytes wide. The mo-
tivations for wide instructions are discussed in Sections 3.3
and 3.4.3. The ISA instruction usage is shown in Section 3.6.
More ISA details are discussed in another paper [7].
The instruction execution pipeline supports control flow
instructions (jmp and brn in Table 2), as motivated in Sec-
tion 2.3.1. It also includes a Scalar Functional Unit (SFU) that
performs scalar integer operations (ALUint in Table 2) to
support the control flow instructions.
3.2 Matrix-Vector Multiplication Unit (MVMU)
The MVMU (illustrated in Figure 1) consists of memristor
crossbars that perform analog MVM operations, and periph-
erals (DAC/ADC arrays) that interface with digital logic via
the XbarIn and XbarOut registers. XbarIn registers provide
digital inputs to the DACs which feed analog voltages to
the crossbar. ADCs convert crossbar output currents to dig-
ital values which are stored in the XbarOut registers. This
crossbar design is similar to ISAAC [95].
Table 2. Instruction Set Architecture Overview
Category Instruction Description Operands
Compute
MVM Matrix-Vector Multiplication mvm, mask, -, filter, stride, -, -
ALU
Vector arithmetic/logical (add, subtract, multiply, divide, shift, and, or, invert)
alu, aluop, dest, src1, src2, src3, vec-widthVector non-linear (relu, sigmoid, tanh, log, exponential)
Other (random vector, subsampling, min/max)
ALUimm Vector arithmetic immediate (add, subtract, multiply, divide) alui, aluop, dest, src1, immediate, vec-width
ALUint Scalar arithmetic (add, subtract) - Compare (equal, greater than, not equal) alu-int, aluop, dest, src1, src2, -, -
Intra-Core set Register initialization set, -, dest, immediate, -, -
Data Movement copy Data movement between different registers copy, -, dest, src1, -, ld-width, vec-width
Intra-Tile load Load data from shared memory load, -, dest, immediate, -, -
Data Movement store Store data to shared memory store, -, dest, src1, count, st-width, vec-width
Intra-Node send Send data to tile send, memaddr, fifo-id, target, send-width, vec-width
Data Movement receive Receive data from tile receive, memaddr, fifo-id, count, rec-width, vec-width
Control jmp Unconditional jump jmp, -, -, -, -, pcbrn Conditional jump brn, brnop, -, src1, src2, pc
Figure 2(a) shows how memristor crossbars can be used
to perform analog MVM operations. DACs convert the input
vector to analog voltages applied at crossbar rows. The ma-
trix is encoded as conductance states (дij) of the devices that
constitute the crossbar. The currents at crossbar columns
constitute the MVM result. They are integrated (converted
to voltage) then converted to digital values with ADCs.
3.2.1 Precision Considerations
Practically realizable crossbars provide 2-6 bits of precision
per device [52]. We conservatively use 2 bits per device, and
realize 16-bit MVM operations by combining 8 crossbars via
bit-slicing [95], illustrated in Figure 2(b). ADCs are reused
across columns to save area. The impact of precision on
inference accuracy is evaluated in Section 7.6.
3.2.2 Crossbar Co-location and Input Sharing
Crossbar peripherals have an order of magnitude higher
area than the crossbar. Since all eight 2-bit crossbars of a
16-bit MVM operation are used simultaneously on the same
input, we co-locate these 2-bit crossbars on the same core
in the same MVMU, which allows us to use the same XbarIn
registers and DAC array to feed them with minimal routing
congestion. This co-location and input reuse is provided
transparently in the ISA, which exposes a full 16-bit MVM
operation in a single instruction (MVM in Table 2).
3.2.3 Input Shuffling
As motivated in Section 2.3.1, ML workloads with sliding
window computations typically reuse large portions of the
input across successive MVM operations (∼80% for convo-
lutional layers with filter size 5 and unit stride). However,
reused input values may come at different positions in the
input vector. To avoid moving data around in XbarIn, the
MVM instruction provides operands (filter/stride in Table 2)
that re-route XbarIn registers to different DACs, enabling
logical input shuffling without physical data movement.
3.2.4 Multiple MVMUs per Core
A core may have multiple MVMUs, in which case it is desir-
able to activate them in parallel since MVMs are heavy opera-
tions. The in-order pipeline does not capture the Instruction-
Level Parallelism (ILP) between MVM instructions automati-
cally. Instead, the ISA exposes an operand (mask in Table 2)
to allow a single MVM instruction to activate multiple MV-
MUs at once. Compiler optimizations that use this operand
are discussed in Section 5.3.2.
3.2.5 Crossbar Writes
PUMA is an inference accelerator, so crossbars are initialized
with weights using serial writes at configuration time prior
to execution and are not written to throughout execution.
In this sense, PUMA is a spatial architecture where data is
routed between crossbars, each crossbar storing a different
portion of the model. Larger models therefore require more
area, and may scale to multiple nodes.
3.3 Vector Functional Unit (VFU)
The VFU executes linear and nonlinear vector operations
(ALU and ALUimm in Table 2), as motivated by Sections 2.1.3
and 2.2.1. An important aspect of designing vector instruc-
tions and the VFU is choosing the vector width. Since ML
workloads have high data parallelism, they execute wide vec-
tor operations, which motivates having wide vector instruc-
tions. Wide vector instructions have the benefit of reducing
instruction count, and consequently, fetch, decode, and in-
struction storage overhead. On the other hand, hardware
considerations motivate having narrow VFU vector width to
avoid offsetting the area efficiency of crossbars as discussed
in Section 2.1.3.
To balance the tension between workloads favoring wide
vector width and hardware favoring narrow vector width,
we propose a VFU design based on temporal SIMD. Temporal
SIMD uses a narrow width VFU to execute wide vectors over
multiple cycles. The vector instruction operands specify the
starting address of the vectors in the register file as well as
the vector width (vec-width in Table 2). The operand steer
unit holds the decoded instruction and reads the operands
from the register file over subsequent cycles to feed the VFU.
The additional vec-width operand required by temoral SIMD
motivates our wide instruction design.
Provisioning the adequate width for VFUsmaintains cross-
bar area efficiency benefits without the VFU becoming a
bottleneck and compromising throughput. A narrow VFU is
possible because typical ML workloads compute O(n) more
operations per MVM instruction than per vector instruction.
Section 7.6 evaluates the impact of VFU width on efficiency.
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3.4 Register File
We propose a register file design that uses ROM-Embedded
RAM [69] to accomplish two objectives: (1) harboring general
purpose registers, and (2) providing area-efficient transcen-
dental function evaluations as motivated in Section 2.2.1.
3.4.1 Implementing transcendental functions
Area-efficient function evaluations are crucial for preserving
crossbar storage density. For this reason, we use a ROM-
Embedded RAM structure [69] which adds a wordline per
row to embed a ROM that is used to store look-up tables with-
out increasing the array area or RAM latency. Alternative
digital implementations to support transcendental functions
are prohibitive due to their high area requirements, espe-
cially in light of the large number of transcendental function
types used in ML. Transcendental function evaluations also
use temporal SIMD (Section 3.3) to minimize fetch/decode
energy consumption.
Figure 3 details the operation of a ROM-Embedded RAM.
In RAM mode, both wordlines (WL1 andWL2) are activated,
followed by precharging or driving the bitlines for read or
write operations, respectively (similar to typical SRAM). In
ROM mode, since a ROM access overwrites the RAM data,
the first step is to buffer the RAM data. Subsequently, 1 is
written to all cells with both wordlines activated. Next, 0
is written to all cells while keeping the WL1 deactivated,
which writes 0 to a cell only if its AXL is connected to WL2.
Therefore, cells with AXL connected to WL1 and WL2, will
store a ROM value of 1 and 0, respectively. A read with
both wordlines activated is done to retrieve the ROM data,
followed by restoring the original RAM contents.
3.4.2 Sizing the register file
The register file enables buffering data in general purpose
registers to avoid higher-cost access to shared memory. How-
ever, if the register file were too large, it would degrade core
storage density. A key point to observe is that the major-
ity of ML kernels are such that data is consumed within
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Figure 4. Static instruction usage showing the importance
of different execution units.
1-2 instructions after being produced. This property is pre-
served via proper instruction scheduling by the compiler to
reduce register pressure (Section 5.3.1). Therefore, we provi-
sion a per-core register file size of 2*(crossbar dimension)*(#
crossbars per core). This size retains storage density while ad-
dressing the buffering requirements in the common case as
shown in Section 7.6. For window-based computations such
as pooling layers that have a large number of intervening
instructions (due to non-sequential data access across rows),
the compiler spills registers to tile memory (Section 5.4).
3.4.3 ISA implications
To accommodate the large register file required to match
crossbar size, long operands are used in ISA (src and dest in
Table 2), which is another motivation for the wide instruc-
tion design. To accommodate moving data between general
purpose registers and XbarIn/XbarOut registers, a copy in-
struction is included.
3.5 Memory Unit (MU)
The MU interfaces the core with the tile memory via load
and store instructions. These instructions can be executed at
16-bit word granularity to support random access as moti-
vated in Section 2.3.2. However, the instructions also take a
vec-width operand for wide vector loads caused by sequen-
tial access patterns. Vector loads also use temporal SIMD
(Section 3.3) to minimize fetch/decode energy consumption.
3.6 Static Instruction Usage
Figure 4 shows the breakdown of the static instruction count
for six different MLworkloads. The breakdown demonstrates
that MVM alone is insufficient to support all types of work-
loads, and that the ISA and functional units proposed can
be used to bridge that gap. The ratio of instructions requir-
ing MVMU versus VFU varies depending on the number of
matrix versus vector transformation layers in the network.
CNNs additionally use control flow instructions as discussed
in Section 2.3.1. Deeper (or wider) versions of the same net-
works tend to have a similar instruction breakdown, except
for data movement instructions which tend to be higher to
implement larger matrices spanning multiple cores and tiles.
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3.7 Summary
In summary, the core architecture provides programmabil-
ity while maintaining crossbar area efficiency. It features an
instruction pipeline exposed by an ISA to support a wide
variety of ML workloads. The use of temporal SIMD and
ROM-Embedded RAM enable linear, nonlinear, and transcen-
dental vector operations. Data movement optimizations are
enabled via input shuffling, proper sizing of the register file,
and flexible memory access instructions.
4 Tile Architecture
Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of a tile. A tile is com-
prised of multiple cores connected to a shared memory. The
tile instruction memory holds send and receive instructions
that move data between tiles. The shared memory and re-
ceive buffer are described in the following subsections.
4.1 Shared Memory
The shared memory facilitates communication across cores
and tiles. Our shared memory design follows two key princi-
ples: (1) enabling inter-core synchronization, and (2) sizing
the shared memory to preserve storage density.
4.1.1 Inter-core synchronization
Synchronization between cores happens when the output
of one layer is sent as input to the next layer. It also hap-
pens within a layer if a large weight matrix is partitioned
across multiple cores and tiles and partial MVM results need
to be aggregated together. To enable synchronization, we
augment the shared memory with an attribute buffer that
has two attributes per data entry: valid and count. The use
of valid and count is illustrated in Figure 6. This mechanism
enables consumer cores to block until producer cores have
written their values, and ensures that producer cores do not
overwrite data until it is consumed.
4.1.2 Sizing the shared memory
ML workloads may require buffering large number of inputs
to utilize their weight reuse pattern. However, a large shared
memory degrades the crossbar storage density. PUMA’s spa-
tial architecture enables programming inter-core/tile pipelines
that exploit the inter-layer parallelism in ML workloads
with weight reuse. These pipelines can be used to maintain
throughput while keeping the shared memory size small.
The pipeline parallelism is based on the observation that we
do not require all the outputs of previous layer to start the
current layer computation. For example, LSTMs process a
sequence of vectors with S ∗ N inputs per layer, where S is
the number of vectors per input sequence and N is vector
size. A layer can begin its computation as soon as its first
N inputs are available. Section 7.5 discusses the sizing re-
quirements for different workloads and the impact on energy
consumption.
4.2 Receive Buffer
The receive buffer is an N ×M structure with N FIFOs, each
withM entries. FIFOs ensure that data being sent from the
same source tile is received in the same order. Having mul-
tiple FIFOs enables multiple source tiles to send data con-
currently using different FIFOs. It also enables data to be
received through the network independently of receive in-
struction ordering in the program. This independence is im-
portant because receive instructions are executed in program
order in a blocking manner for hardware simplicity.
Each send and receive instruction has a fifo-id operand
that specifies the receiving FIFO to be used for incoming
data. Using the FIFO ID instead of the sender tile ID provides
additional flexibility for the compiler to apply FIFO virtual-
ization, where a FIFO can be used by different sender tiles
in different programs or program phases while keeping the
number of physical FIFOs small. The key insight is that a
typical ML layer will receive inputs from the tiles mapped to
the previous layer only. Therefore, using 16 FIFOs (despite
the node having 138 tiles) supports workloads with up to
(16 tiles)*(8 cores)*(2 MVMU)*128 previous layer activations,
which suffices for large-scale ML workloads.
4.3 Summary
In summary, PUMA tiles enable inter-core synchronization,
inter-core/tile pipelines to contain shared memory size, and
FIFO virtualization for efficient inter-tile communication.
5 Compiler
PUMA is a spatial architecture (not a data-parallel processor)
which means that each core/tile executes a different set of
instructions. Writing different code for each core/tile is not
scalable as applications grow in size and complexity. A com-
piler is therefore mandatory for programmer productivity.
This section describes key aspects of the compiler, while
01  Model m = Model::create(“example”);
02
03  InVector x = InVector::create(m, M, “x”);
04  InVector y = InVector::create(m, M, “y”);
05  OutVector z = OutVector::create(m, N, “z”);
06
07  ConstMatrix A = ConstMatrix::create(m, M, N, “A”);
08  ConstMatrix B = ConstMatrix::create(m, M, N, “B”);
09
10  z = tanh(A*x + B*y);
11
12  g.compile();
x y
MVM 
(A)
MVM 
(B)
z
ADD
TANH
Figure 7. Simple Code Example
other implementation details of the compiler and the rest of
the software stack are described in another paper [7].
5.1 Programming Interface
The PUMA compiler is a runtime compiler implemented as a
C++ library. A simple code example is shown in Figure 7. The
programmer first creates a model (line 01) with input/output
vectors (lines 03-05) and constant matrices (lines 07-08). The
programmer may also create vector streams which are useful
for setting up inter-core/tile pipelines (see Section 4.1.2). The
programmer then describes a computation (line 10) which
executes at run time to build a graph of the model (Figure 7
on the right). Finally, the model is compiled (line 12) to gen-
erate PUMA assembly code for each core and tile. In addition
to this native interface, ONNX bindings are also provided
for further adoption and interoperability, enabling the com-
pilation of models written in popular DNN frameworks such
as Caffe2, PyTorch, Cognitive Toolkit, MXNet, and others.
5.2 Graph Partitioning
The first step in the compilation process is graph partitioning.
The compiler divides tensors into 2D tiles, each the size of
one MVMU, with appropriate padding, and divides the cor-
responding vectors and operations in the model accordingly.
Next, the graph is hierarchically partitioned, distributing sub-
graphs to different MVMUs, cores, and tiles as shown in the
example in Figure 8. The partitioning scheme used in this pa-
per prioritizes placing MVMUs that feed to the same outputs
together on the same core/tile, followed by those that read
the same inputs, followed by those that feed each other (i.e.,
producer-consumer MVMUs). After partitioning the graph,
the compiler inserts load/store operations across cores and
allocates shared memory accordingly, reusing memory lo-
cations when there is pipelining. The compiler also inserts
send/receive operations across tiles and assigns FIFO IDs
accordingly (see Section 4.2), thereby virtualizing the FIFOs
and ensuring there are no conflicts.
5.3 Instruction Scheduling
After the graph is partitioned into a sub-graph for each
core/tile, the compiler schedules instructions by lineariz-
ing each sub-graph. Instruction scheduling has three main
objectives: reducing register pressure, capturing ILP of MVM
operations, and avoiding deadlock.
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Figure 8. Graph Partitioning Example
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5.3.1 Reducing register pressure
There are many possible ways to linearize the sub-graph, as
long as source operations are visited before their destinations
to enforce data dependencies. We use a reverse post-order
traversal which prioritizes consuming produced values be-
fore producing new ones. This ordering reduces the number
of live values, hence the register pressure. Figure 9(b) and
(c) show two correct linearizations of the sub-graph in Fig-
ure 9(a). Reverse postorder in Figure 9(c) results in fewer live
values at any point in time.
5.3.2 Capturing ILP of MVM operations
As explained in Section 3.2.4, it is desirable to run differ-
ent MVMUs in the same core simultaneously. The compiler
must therefore fuse independent MVM operations on dif-
ferent MVMUs in the same core. We call this optimization
MVM coalescing. MVMs can be coalesced when there are
no data dependences between them. It is also desirable to
coalesce MVMs whose results are consumed soon after one
another to reduce register pressure. The compiler’s strategy
for coalescing is to first look for coalescing candidates among
MVMs that are tiles of the same large MVM operation. Once
those are exhausted, the remaining MVMs are coalesced
by traversing the graph in reverse poster-order (before lin-
earization) and fusing each MVM node with the first eligible
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Figure 10. Deadlock Avoidance Example
candidates in the traversal order. The dependence informa-
tion is updated every time a fusion takes place. Finally, the
graph is traversed one last time to perform the linearization.
Figure 9(d) and (e) show two example linearizations, with
Figure 9(e) following the proposed approach resulting in
fewer live values at once.
5.3.3 Avoiding deadlock
Linearizing the sub-graph of each core introduces control
edges to the graph. Since communication across cores is
blocking (see Section 4.1.1), cycles introduced by improper
linearization cause deadlock as shown in the example in
Figure 10(b). For this reason, sub-graphs are not linearized
independently. The entire graph is linearized at once placing
instruction in the corresponding core/tile sequence to ensure
a globally consistent linearization order.
5.4 Register Allocation
The final step in the compilation is register allocation. Recall
that a core has three sets of registers: XbarIn, XbarOut, and
general purpose. XbarIn (XbarOut) registers can be written
(read) by any non-MVM instruction but can only be read
(written) by MVM instructions. General purpose registers
can be read and written by any non-MVM instructions. Live-
ness analysis is performed on each of these sets of registers
separately. Conflicting live ranges in XbarIn and XbarOut
registers result in spilling to general purpose registers via
copy instructions. Conflicting live ranges in general purpose
registers result in spilling to shared memory via load/store
instructions.
5.5 Summary
In summary, the PUMA compiler provides a high-level pro-
gramming interface and performs graph partitioning, instruc-
tion scheduling, and register allocation to generate low-level
assembly. Instruction scheduling aims at reducing register
pressure, MVM colescing, and avoiding deadlock.
6 Evaluation Methodology
6.1 PUMAsim
We have implemented a detailed architectural simulator
(PUMAsim) to evaluate the performance and energy con-
sumption of PUMA. PUMAsim runs applications compiled
to the PUMA ISA and provides detailed traces of execu-
tion. The simulator incorporates functionality, timing, and
Table 3. PUMA Hardware Characteristics
PUMA Tile at 1GHz on 32nm Technology node
Component Power (mW) Area (mm2) Parameter Specification
Control Pipeline 0.25 0.0033 # stages 3
Instruction Memory 1.52 0.0031 capacity 4KB
Register File 0.477 0.00192 capacity 1KB
MVMU 19.09 0.012 # per core 2
dimensions 128×128
VFU 1.90 0.004 width 1
SFU 0.055 0.0006 - -
Core 42.37 0.036 # per tile 8
Tile Control Unit 0.5 0.00145 - -
Tile Instruction Memory 1.91 0.0054 capacity 8KB
Tile Data Memory 17.66 0.086 capacity 64KB
technology eDRAM
Tile Memory Bus 7 0.090 width 384 bits
Tile Attribute Memory 2.77 0.012 # entries 32K
technology eDRAM
Tile Receive Buffer 9.14 0.0044 # fifos 16
fifo depth 2
Tile 373.8 0.479 # per node 138
On-chip Network 570.63 1.622 flit_size 32
# ports 4
conc 4
Node 62.5K 90.638 - -
Off-chip Network 10.4K 22.88 type HyperTransport
(per node) link bandwidth 6.4 GB/sec
Table 4. Benchmarking Platforms
Name Platform Characteristics
Haswell Intel Xeon E5-2650v3, 10-cores per socket, Dual Socket, 128GB DDR4
Skylake Intel Xeon 8180, 28-cores per socket, Dual Socket, 64GB DDR4
Kepler Nvidia Tesla K80, 2496 CUDA Cores, Dual GPUs (only 1 used), 12GB GDDR5
Maxwell Nvidia Geforce TitanX, 3072 CUDA Cores, 12GB GDDR5
Pascal Nvidia Tesla P100, 3584 CUDA Cores, 16GB HBM2
power models of all system components. The datapath for
the PUMA core and tile was designed at Register-Transfer
Level (RTL) in Verilog HDL and mapped to IBM 45nm SOI
technology using Synopsys Design Compiler whichwas used
to measure the area and power consumption. Subsequently,
these area and power numbers were added to PUMAsim for
system-level evaluations of workloads. For fair comparison
with other application-specific accelerators, the datapath
energy numbers have been scaled to the 32nm technology
node. Memory modules are modelled in Cacti 6.0 [76] to
estimate the area, power, and latency. The on-chip-network
is modelled using the cycle-level Booksim 2.0 interconnec-
tion network simulator [59] and Orion 3.0 [63] for energy
and area models. We use a chip-to-chip interconnect model
similar to DaDianNao’s [20] which has also been adopted by
other accelerators. The MVMU power and area models are
adapted from ISAAC [95]. The memristors have a resistance
range of 100kΩ − 1MΩ and read voltage of 0.5V. The ADC
is based on the Successive Approximation Register (SAR)
design, and its area and power were obtained from the ADC
survey and analysis [77, 107].
In the present study, we do not compromise ML accuracy
as we conservatively choose 2-bit memristor crossbar cells.
Note that laboratory demonstrations have shown up to 6-bit
capabilities [52]. We use 16 bit fixed-point precision that pro-
vides very high accuracy in inference applications [20, 95].
Table 3 shows the PUMA configuration used in our analysis
and lists the area-energy breakdown of PUMA components.
Table 5. Benchmarks
DNN Type Application DNN Name # FC Layers # LSTM Layers # Conv Layers # Parameters Non-linear Function Sequence Size
MLP Object MLPL4 4 - - 5M Sigmoid -
Detection MLPL5 5 - - 21M Sigmoid -
Deep Neural Machine NMTL3 1 6 (3 Enc.,3 Dec., 1024 cells) - 91M Signmod, Tanh 50
LSTM Translation NMTL5 1 10 (5 Enc.,5 Dec., 1024 cells) - 125M Signmod, Tanh 50
Wide Language BigLSTM 1 2 (8192 cell, 1024 proj) - 856M Signmod, Tanh, LogSoftMax 50
LSTM Modelling LSTM-2048 1 1 (8192 cell, 2048 proj) - 554M Sigmoid, Tanh, LogSoftMax 50
CNN Image Vgg16 3 - 13 136M ReLU -
Recognition Vgg19 3 - 16 141M ReLU -
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Figure 11. Energy and Latency Results
6.2 System and Workloads
We choose popular server grade CPUs and GPUs (listed in Ta-
ble 4), Google TPU [61] (CMOS-based ASIC) and ISAAC [95]
(application specific memristor-based accelerator) for evalu-
ating PUMA. To measure power consumption of CPUs and
GPUs, we used management tools such as board manage-
ment control (BMC) and nvidia-smi respectively. For GPUs,
we do not include full system power, just the board/device
power. We run multiple iterations of the benchmarks on the
GPU, discarding the longer warmup iterations and reporting
results from the faster and more stable iterations.
Torch7 [29] was used to execute the ML models for CPUs
and GPUs. The PUMA compiler was used to compile models
for PUMA. These models used are listed in Table 5.
7 Results
7.1 Inference Energy
Figure 11(a) shows PUMA inference energy compared to
other platforms. PUMA achieves massive energy reduction
across all benchmarks for all platforms. Energy improve-
ments come from two sources: lower MVM compute energy
from crossbars and lower data movement energy by avoiding
weight data movement.
CNNs show the least energy reduction over CMOS archi-
tectures (11.7×-13.0× over Pascal). Recall that CNNs have a
lot of weight reuse because of the sliding window computa-
tion (discussed in Section 2.3.1). Hence, CMOS architectures
can amortize DRAM accesses of weights across multiple com-
putations. For this reason, PUMA’s energy savings in CNNs
come primarily from the use of crossbars for energy efficient
MVM computation.
MLPs and LSTMs have little or no weight reuse (discussed
in Section 2). Therefore, in addition to efficient MVM compu-
tation, PUMA has the added advantage of eliminating weight
data movement. For this reason, we see much better energy
reductions for MLPs (30.2×-80.1× over Pascal), Deep LSTMs
(2,302×-2,446× over Pascal), and Wide LSTMs (758×-1336×
over Pascal).
LSTMs (both deep and wide) show better reductions than
MLPs because they have much larger model sizes (see #
Parameters in Table 5). As model grows in size, weight data
grows atO(n2) and input data grows atO(n). For this reason,
we see an increasing disparity between CMOS architectures
which move both weight and input data, and PUMA which
only moves input data.
Wide LSTMs have few layers (1-2) with very large ma-
trices, whereas Deep LSTMs have many layers (6-10) with
smaller matrices. The large matrices in Wide LSTMs span
mutiple PUMA cores/tiles to compute one logical MVM, in-
curring higher intra-layer data movement overheads. Hence,
Deep LSTMs show higher energy benefits than Wide LSTMs.
7.2 Inference Latency
Figure 11(b) shows PUMA inference latency compared to
other evaluated platforms. PUMA achieves latency improve-
ments across all platforms except MLPs on some GPUs. La-
tency improvements come from three sources: lower MVM
compute latency from crossbars, no weight data access la-
tency, and spatial architecture pipelining which exploits
inter-layer parallelism.
CNNs show the least latency improvement over CMOS ar-
chitectures (2.73×-2.99× over Pascal). Since CNNs are compute-
bound, CMOS architectures can hide the data access latency.
Thus, PUMA’s primary latency improvements in CNNs come
from the use of crossbars for low-latency MVM computation
and spatial architecture pipelining.
LSTMs on the other hand are memory-bound. PUMA has
the added advantage of eliminating weight data access la-
tency in addition to low-latency MVM computation. For this
reason, we see much better latency improvements for Deep
LSTMs (41.6×-66.0× over Pascal) and Wide LSTMs (4.70×-
5.24× over Pascal) than we see for CNNs. In comparing Deep
and Wide LSTMs, Deep LSTMs have more layers than Wide
LSTMs, hence more inter-layer parallelism to exploit spatial
architecture pipelining (see #LSTM Layers in Table 5). More-
over, Deep LSTMs have less intra-layer communication than
Wide LSTMs, hence lower data access latency.
MLPs show slowdown compared to some GPU datapoints
(0.24×-0.40× compared to Pascal). The reason is that despite
MLPs being memory-bound, the sizes of MLPs are typically
small enough. Hence, the memory bandwidth bottleneck is
not as pronounced, so they perform fairly well on GPUs.
Moreover, MLPs have no inter-layer parallelism so they do
not exploit spatial architecture pipelining (Section 4.1.2). Nev-
ertheless, PUMA’s order of magnitude energy reduction is
still beneficial for MLPs in energy-constrained environments.
7.3 Batch Throughput and Energy
Inference applications are not usually intended for large
batch sizes due to real-time application requirements. Never-
theless, CMOS architectures perform well with large batch
sizes because of the weight reuse that data-batching ex-
poses. For this reason, we compare PUMA’s batch energy
and throughput with the other platforms in Figure 11(c) and
(d) respectively. Batch sizes of 16, 32, 64, and 128 are used.
Table 6. Comparison with ML Accelerators
Platform PUMA TPU [61] ISAAC [95]
Year 2018 2017 2016
Technology CMOS(32nm)-Memristive CMOS(28nm) CMOS(32nm)-Memristive
Clock (MHz) 1000 700 1200
Precision 16-bit fixed point 16-bit fixed point 16-bit fixed point
Area (mm2) 90.6 330* 85.4
Power (W) 62.5 45 65.8
Peak Throughput (TOPS/s†) 52.31 23‡ 69.53
Peak AE (TOPS/s/mm2) 0.58 0.07 0.82
Peak PE (TOPS/s/W) 0.84 0.51 1.06
Best AE - MLP 0.58 0.009 -
Best AE - LSTM 0.58 0.003 -
Best AE - CNN 0.58 0.06 0.82
Best PE - MLP 0.84 0.07 -
Best PE - LSTM 0.84 0.02 -
Best PE - CNN 0.84 0.48 1.06
* Less than or equal to half of Haswell’s die area [61]
† Tera operations per second (multiply and add are counted as two separate operations)
‡ 92 TOPS for 8-bit arithmetic, scaled by 4 for 16-bit arithmetic [61]
Table 7. Programmability Comparison with ISAAC
Platforms PUMA ISAAC
Architecture
Instruction execution pipeline,
flexible inter-core synchronization Application specific state machine
Vector Functional Unit, ROM-Embedded RAM Sigmoid unit
Programmability Compiler-generated instructions (per tile & core) Manually configured state machine (per tile)
Workloads CNN, MLP, LSTM, RNN, GAN, BM, RBM,SVM, Linear Regression, Logistic Regression CNN
PUMA continues to have superior energy efficiency across
all benchmarks and batch sizes. It also delivers better through-
put in most cases, except when compared to Pascal on MLPs
and Wide LSTMs. The benefits slightly decrease with larger
batches because they expose more weight reuse which bene-
fits CMOS architectures while PUMA’s efficiency remains
constant across batch sizes. Nevertheless, PUMA continues
to perform well even when the batch size is very large.
7.4 Comparison with ML Accelerators
7.4.1 Google TPU
Table 6 compares key technology features and efficiency met-
rics for TPU [61] and PUMA. PUMA has 8.3× higher peak
area-efficiency (TOPS/s/mm2) than TPU. Since PUMA does
not rely on weight reuse to improve throughput like CMOS
architectures do, its area-efficiency remains constant across
workloads and batch sizes. On the other hand, TPU’s peak
throughput is almost an order of magnitude lower for appli-
cations with low data reuse due to its inability to amortize
weight data movement. PUMA has 64.4×, 193×, and 9.7×
higher area-efficiency than TPU for MLP, LSTM, and CNN
respectively for the best TPU batch size.
PUMAhas 1.65× higher peak power-efficiency (TOPS/s/W)
than TPU,with similar trends and reasoning as area-efficiency
for specific workloads. We expect PUMA’s power-efficiency
advantage over TPU to grow by over 3×, as silicon processes
scale from 32nm to 7nm and 5nm. Thanks to PUMA’s higher
peak throughput, we can follow the power reduction scaling
curve at constant performance. Conversely, to narrow the
performance gap, TPU would follow a scaling curve closer to
the performance increase curve at constant power. Note that
the former scaling curve is much faster (up to ∼40% power
reduction per silicon node compared with∼20% performance
increase). Further, ADC power efficiency has also been fol-
lowing similar and very fast scaling trend with ∼2× power
reduction per 1.8 years at the same sampling rate [78].
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Table 8. Evaluation of Optimizations
Workload
Input Shared Graph Register MVM
Shuffling Memory Sizing Partitioning Pressure Coalescing
(energy reduction, (energy reduction, (energy reduction, (% accesses from (latency reduction,
lower is better) lower is better) lower is better) spilled registers) lower is better)
MLPL4 - 0.70× 0.81× 0% 0.60×
MLPL5 - 0.66× 0.79× 0% 0.66×
NMTL3 - 0.65× 0.65× 0% 0.63×
NMTL5 - 0.63× 0.63× 0% 0.63×
BigLSTM - 0.58× 0.61× 0% 0.76×
LSTM-2048 - 0.58× 0.62× 0% 0.84×
Vgg16 0.84× 0.75× 0.37× 1.96% 0.69×
Vgg19 0.85× 0.75× 0.43× 1.71% 0.71×
7.4.2 ISAAC
Table 6 compares the peak area and power efficiency of
PUMA with ISAAC [95], a memristor-based accelerator cus-
tomized for CNNs. PUMA has 20.7% lower power efficiency
and 29.2% lower area efficiency than ISAAC due to the over-
head of programmability. Table 7 compares the programma-
bility of PUMA and ISAAC.
7.4.3 PUMA with Digital MVMUs
To demonstrate the importance of analog computing for
MVMU efficiency, we compare PUMA with a hypothetical
equivalent that uses digital MVMUs. A memristive 128×128
MVMU performs 16,384MACs in 2304 ns consuming 43.97 nJ.
A digital MVMU would require 8.97× more area to achieve
the same latency and would consume 4.17× more energy.
Using a digital MVMU would increase the total chip area
of the accelerator by 4.93× for the same performance and
would consume 6.76× energy (factoring in data movement
energy due to increased area).
7.4.4 Tensor Cores
Nvidia V100 GPUs with tensor cores (FP16) can be up to
6× more energy-efficient (architecture, tensor cores, and
half-precision) than Pascal GPUs. Therefore, PUMA can still
achieve energy gains over GPUs with tensor cores, despite
the technology difference (PUMA: 32nm, V100: 12nm).
7.5 Evaluation of Optimizations
Table 8 shows an evaluation of various optimizations de-
scribed throughout the paper. Input shuffling reduces en-
ergy consumed by data movement within a core by leverag-
ing input reuse in CNNs. Shared memory sizing keeps the
sharedmemory small by leveraging inter-core/tile pipelining.
The baseline here, sizes the shared memory with what would
be needed without pipelining, which is 1×, 50.51×, 21.61×,
and 15.91× larger for MLPs, Deep LSTMs, Wide LSTMs, and
CNNs respectively. Note that MLP does not benefit from
inter-tile pipelining because it does not exhibit any weight
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reuse (Section 2.1). Graph partitioning (compared to a
baseline that partitions the graph randomly) reduces the
number of loads, stores, sends, and receives, hence the over-
all energy. Register pressure is kept low by the compiler
with little or no accesses from spilled registers across bench-
marks.MVM coalescing runs MVMUs in parallel within a
core which reduces latency.
7.6 Design Space Exploration
Figure 12 shows a PUMA tile’s peak area and power effi-
ciency swept across multiple design space parameters. For
each sweep, all other parameters are kept at the sweetspot
(PUMA configuration with maximum efficiency). Efficiency
is measured using a synthetic benchmark: an MVM opera-
tion on each MVMU, followed by a VFU operation, then a
ROM-Embedded RAM look-up.
Increasing theMVMU dimension increases the number
of crossbar multiply-add operations quadratically and the
number of peripherals linearly resulting in more amortiza-
tion of overhead from peripherals. However, larger MVMUs
also require ADCs with higher resolution and ADC over-
head grows non-linearly with resolution, which counter-
balances the amortization. Increasing the #MVMUs per core
increases efficiency because of the high efficiency of memris-
tor crossbars relative to CMOS digital components. However,
with toomanyMVMUs, the VFU becomes a bottleneckwhich
degrades efficiency. Increasing the VFU width degrades ef-
ficiency because of the low efficiency of CMOS relative to
memristor crossbars. However, a VFU that is too narrow
becomes a bottleneck. The sweetspot is found at 4 vector
lanes. Increasing the # cores per tile improves efficiency
until shared memory bandwidth becomes the bottleneck.
Increasing the register file size results in lower efficiency,
however a register file that is too small results in too many
register spills.
Figure 13 shows PUMA’s inference accuracy for different
memristor bit precision (bits per device) and write noise
levels (σN ). Higher precision can lead to larger accuracy
loss due to the reduction in noise margin. It can be seen that
PUMAwith 2-bit memristor performs well even at high noise
levels. Real CMOS hardware follows the σN = 0 noise level.
Further, recent research have explored coding schemes for
reliable memristor computation at high precision [38, 92].
8 Related Work
Sze et al. [103] provide a thorough survey of deep learning
accelerators. In the digital realm, accelerators can be classi-
fied as weight stationary spatial architectures [15, 17, 36, 43,
85, 93], output stationary spatial architectures [33, 47, 86],
spatial architectures with no local reuse [19, 20, 117], and
row stationary spatial architectures [21]. Many designs also
support optimizations and features including weight pruning
and exploiting sparsity [3, 4, 25, 32, 48, 84, 89, 119], reduc-
ing precision [8, 62], stochastic computing [65, 90], layer
fusing [6], meeting QoS/QoR requirements [108], graph tun-
ing [56], and reconfigurable interconnects [68]. Digital accel-
erators have varied in their degree of flexibility, ranging from
custom accelerators specialized for a particular field [14, 79,
101, 114], to accelerators that are fully programmable via an
ISA [61, 71, 72, 105, 119]. FPGAs have also been popular tar-
gets for building accelerators [37, 45, 74, 86, 96, 97, 110, 117].
All these works remain in the digital domain, while PUMA
leverages hybrid digital-analog computing.
Near-memory acceleration for ML has been proposed us-
ing DRAM [42, 64, 70] and SRAM [111, 118]. PUMA uses
non-volatile memristive crossbars for near-memory acceler-
ation.
Many machine learning accelerators have been proposed
that leverage memristor crossbars [9, 10, 12, 22, 23, 53, 58, 66,
73, 88, 95, 100]. These accelerators have been demonstrated
on several types of workloads including BSBs [53], MLPs [22,
39, 73, 88], SNNs [9, 66], BMs [12], and CNNs [22, 23, 95, 100,
109]. Some accelerators support inference only [9, 23, 53, 73,
88, 95] while others also support training [12, 22, 66, 100]. Ji
et al. [57, 58] transforms neural networks to configure such
accelerators. These accelerators vary in flexibility, but even
the most flexible rely on state machine configuration and
have only been demonstrated on a few types of workloads.
PUMA is the first memristor-based accelerator for machine
learning inference that is ISA-programmable and general-
purpose.
Fujiki et al. [40] propose an ISA-programmable memristor-
based accelerator. Their accelerator is a data-parallel acceler-
ator whereas PUMA is a data-flow accelerator with more ca-
pability for producer-consumer synchronization. Moreover,
their accelerator optimizes crossbars for vector operations in
general-purpose workloads whereas PUMA optimizes cross-
bars for MVM operations prevalent in machine learning and
uses digital VFUs for vector operations rather than crossbars.
Chung et al. [24] propose Brainwave, which is a spatial
accelerator built with FPGAs. Compared to Brainwave, a
PUMA core performs 0.26 million 16-bit ops, equivalent to
1.04 million 8-bit ops, per coalesced MVM instruction. A
Brainwave NPU performs 1.3million 8-bit ops per instruction.
Therefore, PUMA and Brainwave have comparable control
granularity while PUMA has 40.8x higher storage-density
(Brainwave Stratix10 estimate).
Memristors have also been proposed for building byte-
addressable non-volatile memories. There have been vari-
ous works centered around system support for non-volatile
memory, including file systems [30], memory allocators [11,
83], programming models [16, 27, 106], durable data struc-
tures [31, 55, 113], representation of pointers [18, 28, 34, 35],
and architecture support [60, 80, 82, 99].
There have been concerns in the community about mem-
ristor manufacturability. We distinguish between medium-
density embedded memristor applications and high-density
storage-class memory (SCM). Memristors in PUMA use 1T1R
configuration which have been shown to have good manu-
facturability [50]. They are very different from SCM, where
the selector transistor may be replaced with an in-line two-
terminal selector device for higher density which compli-
cates manufacturability. Panasonic formed a joined venture
with UMC foundry in 2017 to enable integration of memris-
tors to UMC 40nm CMOS process with first samples planned
in 2018 [115]. TSMC also completed development of their
own memristor technology that entered risk production in
40nm ULP CMOS process node at the end of 2017 [1].
9 Conclusion
PUMA is the first ISA-programmable accelerator for ML in-
ference that uses hybrid CMOS-memristor technology. It en-
hances memristor crossbars with general purpose execution
units carefully designed to maintain crossbar area/energy
efficiency and storage density. Our accelerator design comes
with a complete compiler to transform high-level code to
PUMA ISA and a detailed simulator for estimating perfor-
mance and energy consumption. Our evaluations show that
PUMA can achieve significant improvements compared to
state-of-the-art CPUs, GPUs, and ASICs for ML acceleration.
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